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Abstract

We investigate time-domain optics for atomic quantum matter. Within a matter-wave analog of the thin-lens formalism, we study optical lenses of different shapes and refractive powers to precisely control the dispersion of Bose–Einstein condensates. Anharmonicities of the lensing potential are incorporated in the formalism with a decomposition of the center-of-mass motion and expansion of the atoms, allowing to probe the lensing potential with micrometer resolution. By arranging two lenses in time formed by the potentials of an optical dipole trap and an atom-chip trap, we realize a magneto-optical matter-wave telescope. We employ this hybrid telescope to manipulate the expansion and aspect ratio of the ensembles. The experimental results are compared to numerical simulations that involve Gaussian shaped potentials to accommodate lens shapes beyond the harmonic approximation.

1. Introduction

Various concepts of photonics can be applied to atomic matter waves by exploiting the dissipative and the dispersive interactions of atoms with external fields [1, 2]. Following electron and neutron optics [3, 4], lenses for atomic de Broglie waves based on magnetic [5, 6] and optical potentials [7–9] are employed in atomic waveguides [10, 11] and in free fall [12, 13] to converge [14], collimate [15] or diverge [16] atomic ensembles.

In this paper, we utilize a single beam optical dipole trap (ODT) to form various types of matter-wave lenses applied to Bose–Einstein condensates (BECs). We tune the shape and the refractive power of the atom lens through timing, power and duration of the optical pulses following a time-domain analog of the thin-lens formalism [17, 18]. Thanks to the single-mode properties and small spatial extents of BECs, we can probe the lensing potential with a spatial resolution of the order of microns. By arranging two lenses in time formed by the potentials of an ODT and an atom-chip trap, we then realize a magneto-optical matter-wave telescope to precisely control the expansion and aspect ratio of atomic quantum matter.

Due to their point-source like characteristics, BECs constitute ideal quantum probes to study precision atom optics and feature important properties for application in interferometry such as small spatial extension, low expansion velocities and large spatial coherence. BECs are proposed for application or already employed in gravimeters [19–21] and tiltmeters [10, 22], magnetometers and magnetic gradiometers [23, 24] and gyroscopes [25]. Aiming at high inertial sensitivities using extended interferometer times requires exquisite control over the atomic motion, in particular the wave packet’s expansion. The latter is determined by the features of the release trap and, unlike photonic waves, is modified by density-dependent atom-atom interactions. This brings the need for, e.g. dilute ensembles [26], control of the atomic interactions [27], optimized release protocols [28], or shaping of the atomic expansions after release from the trapping potential e.g. by delta-kick collimation (DKC) [29].
of atomic matter waves resulting in ultra-narrow velocity distributions already enables macroscopic interferometer times [12, 13, 30], efficient transfers of large momentum [10, 31], and observation of the long-time evolution of matter waves [32, 33]. However, full flexibility and control over dispersion and size of atomic ensembles require matter-wave lenses of various shapes and refractive powers. Towards this end, single lenses or optical lens systems have to be precisely engineered in time series by tailored potentials, while the matter-wave packets expand in free space, and anharmonicities of the conservative potentials need to be taken into account.

The paper is structured as follows: section 2 introduces our combined atom-chip and dipole trap setup and describes the experimental sequence for matter-wave lensing. In section 3, we present the numerical method used to describe the evolution of BECs after release and manipulation in optical potentials. We show results on matter-wave optics with our optical lenses and a hybrid matter-wave telescope. In section 4 we give a conclusion of the results and discuss limitations of the presented methods.

2. Experimental setup and sequence

2.1. Matter-wave lensing of chip-based BECs

Our atom-optics experiments are based on a hybrid atom trap consisting of a magnetic atom-chip trap and a single beam ODT, as illustrated in figure 1(a). This geometry is implemented in the BEC apparatus which is described in detail in [12, 34]. The experiment’s atom chip typically generates BECs of up to $1.5 \times 10^4$ $^{87}$Rb atoms in the magnetic $|F = 2, m_F = 2\rangle$ state within 12 s of repetition time. The apparatus allows for the creation of magnetic traps of various trap frequencies connected to different distances below the chip surface, where the potential of a far-detuned Gaussian beam enables optical trapping and matter-wave lensing. Both the magnetic trap and the ODT are ellipsoid in shape and their principal axes are perpendicular to each other.

Figure 1(b) shows the experimental sequence for optical matter-wave lensing. After release from a magnetic trap (named release trap) centered above the optical beam, the BEC drops and freely expands for a delay time $t_{\text{del}}$ until we apply a temporally shaped, Gaussian pulse of the dipole beam ($1/e^2$ width $\tau$). An absorption image is taken after a total expansion time $t$, from which we determine the center-of-mass (COM) position $\Delta$ and size $\sigma$ of the ensemble with Gaussian fits to the atomic density distribution. Table 1 shows the release trap’s frequencies ($\omega_\xi, \xi \in \{x, y, z\}$) and center position ($\Delta_{x,0}$, measured from the chip surface) together with the initial BEC size ($\sigma_{z,0}$). In addition, we include the parameters of an optical and a magnetic matter-wave lens.

2.2. An optical matter-wave lens in the vicinity of an atom chip

As a light source for the optical matter-wave lens, we use a high-power fiber amplifier system [NKT Photonics, Boostik] with a low-noise, single-frequency laser [NKT Photonics, Koheras...
Table 1. Parameters of the employed optical and magnetic potentials. Trap features of the magnetic trap used to release a BEC for matter-wave lensing alongside the two lensing potentials which form our hybrid matter-wave telescope. We indicate the shape of the lenses in each dimension with a convex lens for $\omega_{\text{radial}} \in \mathbb{R}$ and a concave lens for $\omega_{\text{axial}} \in \mathbb{I}$. The COM position $\Delta_N$ refers to the surface of the atom chip. The initial sizes of the BEC in the other dimensions are given by $\sigma_{\psi_{x,z}} = \frac{\sqrt{2} \sigma_N}{w_{0,x,z}}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\omega_r(2\pi \text{Hz})$</th>
<th>$\omega_y(2\pi \text{Hz})$</th>
<th>$\omega_z(2\pi \text{Hz})$</th>
<th>$\Delta_N$ (µm)</th>
<th>$\sigma_{\psi}(\mu\text{m})$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>release trap</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>magnetic lens</td>
<td>44 $\rightarrow$ 0</td>
<td>113 $\rightarrow$ 0</td>
<td>90i $\rightarrow$ 3</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optical lens</td>
<td>240 $\rightarrow$ 0</td>
<td>3 $\rightarrow$ 0</td>
<td>240 $\rightarrow$ 0</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adjustik] emitting linearly polarized light at 1064 nm with an FWHM linewidth of 3 kHz. The emitted light is amplified by a fiber amplifier, which provides up to 10 W of optical output power.5

We predict the dynamics of a BEC through a variational ansatz to numerically solve the time-dependent Gross–Pitaevskii equation following a scaling approach [35, 36]. As trial functions, we choose a Gaussian

$$\psi(x, y, z, t) = \sqrt{\frac{N_0}{(2\pi)^3}} \prod_{\xi=(x,y,z)} \frac{1}{\sqrt{\sigma_\xi}} \exp \left[ -\frac{(\xi - \Delta_\xi)^2}{4 \sigma_\xi^2} + i \alpha_\xi \xi + i \beta_\xi \xi^2 \right], \quad (1)$$

where $\Delta_\xi$ is the COM position, $\sigma_\xi$ is the size of the BEC, $\alpha_\xi$ accounts for the COM kinetic energy, and $\beta_\xi$ is proportional to the inverse square root of the radius of curvature for a BEC of atom number $N_0$. The evolution equations for these parameters are obtained by solving the Lagrange equations

$$\frac{\partial L(\psi, \psi^\dagger)}{\partial q_\xi} - \frac{d}{dt} \frac{\partial L(\psi, \psi^\dagger)}{\partial q_\xi^\dagger} = 0, \quad q_\xi(t) \in \{\Delta_\xi, \sigma_\xi, \alpha_\xi, \beta_\xi\}(t). \quad (2)$$

We model the optical atom lens with a 3D Gaussian potential instead of a harmonic approximation [36] given by

$$U_{\text{dip}}(x, y, z, t) = -\hat{U}(P) \exp \left[ -\frac{(t - t_{\text{delay}})^2}{2\tau^2} \prod_{\xi=(x,y,z)} \exp \left[ -\frac{\xi^2}{w_{0,\xi}^2} \right] \right], \quad (3)$$

where the trap depth is a function of optical power $\hat{U}(P) = k_0 \cdot 5 \mu K/60 \text{mW} \cdot P$ for a single dipole beam with $1/e^2$ waists of $w_{0,x} = w_{0,z} = 33 \mu m$ (radial axes) and Rayleigh range $y_k = 3.2 \text{ mm} \approx w_{0,x}/\sqrt{2}$ (axial axis). For matter-wave lensing, we define a time-dependent, Gaussian envelope $h(t)$ of width $\tau$ delayed by

5 Less than 600 mW of optical power are used for the presented work.

6 We assume $w_{0,\xi} \gg \sigma_\xi$ in the evolution equations (parabolic lens).
\[ t_{\text{del}} \] after the release of the BEC. The initial values \( q_{0}(t = 0) = q_{0,0} \) for the numerical simulations are determined by matching the trajectories of the BECs and their asymptotic expansions with the experimental data obtained from time-of-flight (ToF) measurements. The initial positions \( \Delta_{0,0} \) and size \( \sigma_{0,0} \) for the atom-chip trap are shown in table 1. Sizes in the other dimensions are given by \( \sigma_{0,0}\sqrt{\omega_{z}} = \sigma_{0,0}\sqrt{\omega_{\xi}} \).

3.2. Thin-lens formalism for matter waves

Matter waves subjected to an atom lens underly an isomorph formalism analog to the description of photonic waves passing a thin lens [17, 18], as illustrated in figure 1(b),

\[ \frac{1}{u} + \frac{1}{v} = \frac{1}{f} \Leftrightarrow \frac{1}{t_{\text{del}}} + \frac{1}{t_{\text{exp}}} = \frac{1}{f_{\text{DKC}}}, \]

\[ \pm \frac{V}{U} = \frac{v}{f} - 1 \Leftrightarrow \pm \frac{\sigma}{\sigma_{0}} = \frac{t_{\text{exp}}}{f_{\text{DKC}}} - 1, \]

where \((u, t_{\text{del}})\) is the distance from the object to the lens and \((v, t_{\text{exp}})\) is the distance from the lens to the image, respectively in space and time. \((U, \sigma_{0})\) is the size of the object and \((V, \sigma)\) is the size of the image. Location and magnification depend on the refractive power of the lens, which inversely relates to a focal length \(f\) for photonic waves and a focal time \(f_{\text{DKC}}\) for time-domain optics with matter waves.

A matter-wave lens is achieved e.g. by switching on an optical potential of trap frequency \(\omega_{\text{DKC}}\), and can be approximated by a thin lens

\[ f_{\text{DKC}}^{-1}(P, \tau, t_{\text{del}}) = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \omega_{\text{DKC}}^{2}(P, t) \cdot h(t) \, dt \approx \omega_{\text{DKC}}^{2}(P, t_{\text{del}}) \cdot \tau \sqrt{2\pi}, \]

if the pulse is relatively short such that \(\omega_{\text{DKC}}(t_{\text{del}} \pm \tau) \approx \omega_{\text{DKC}}(t_{\text{del}})\). Such a lens can ultimately be used to control the dispersion of matter waves. Like in photonics, a convex lens with \(f_{\text{DKC}} > 0\) converges, while a concave lens with \(f_{\text{DKC}} < 0\) diverges matter waves. Thus \(\omega_{\text{DKC}}\) is a complex quantity in this formalism which we therefore refer to as an effective trap frequency.

3.3. Characterization of the optical matter-wave lens

Control of the dispersion and size of atomic ensembles requires a careful adjustment of the refractive power of the matter-wave lens and, hence, an analysis of the lensing potentials. For this purpose, we either examine the magnification of lensed matter waves or directly measure the trap frequencies of the lensing potential.

First, we determine the trap frequencies of our optical matter-wave lens from collective-mode oscillations inside the dipole potential. For transfer into the ODT, we prepare a BEC in the magnetic trap (named transfer trap) whose trap center is spatially overlapped with the dipole beam, as shown in figure 1(a). We linearly ramp up the optical power to \(P = 60\) mW within 50 ms and, after temporal overlap of the two traps for additional 50 ms, we switch off the magnetic fields. Subsequently, we observe size oscillations with a period of 416 ms along the axial direction of the dipole beam, caused by the non-adiabatic decompression of the trap frequencies from the atom-chip trap (\(\omega_{\xi} = 2\pi \cdot 46\) Hz) to the ODT \((\omega_{\xi} = 2\pi \cdot 2\) Hz), as shown in figure 2(a).\(^{7}\) Residual spatial displacements of \(\Delta_{\xi,0} = 2\) \(\mu\)m and \(\Delta_{z,0} = 21\) \(\mu\)m of the traps lead to COM oscillations along the radial directions of the beam with periods of 4 ms and 101 s\(^{-1}\)s, as shown in figure 2(b). We obtain the initial displacement, trap frequencies, damping coefficients, and phase of the COM oscillations from the experimental data (symbols) with fits (lines) of the form \(\Delta_{\xi}(t) = \Delta_{\xi,0} \sin(\omega_{\xi}t + \Phi_{\xi}) \cdot \exp(-\Gamma_{\xi}t)\). The resulting trap frequencies of the optical potential are \(\omega_{\xi,z,0} = 2\pi \cdot (230, 2, 228)\) Hz.

Second, we utilize the magnification of the matter waves as a measure of the lensing potential. According to equation (5), the magnification is inversely proportional to the focal time of the matter-wave lens and a modification for arbitrary expansion times together with equation (6) reads

\[ \frac{\sigma'(t) \pm \sigma(t)}{\sigma'(t_{\text{del}})} = (t - t_{\text{del}}) \cdot \omega_{\text{DKC}}^{2}(P, t_{\text{del}}) \cdot \tau \sqrt{2\pi}, \]

where the prime distinguishes between the freely propagating \((\sigma')\) and the lensed BEC \((\sigma). With \sigma' determined by the release trap itself, the effective trap frequency \(\omega_{\text{DKC}}\) of the matter-wave lens is accessible by measuring \(\sigma(t)\).

Figure 2(c) shows trap frequencies of matter-wave lenses for various optical powers ranging from 0 to 600 mW. The delay time and duration of the optical pulses are \(t_{\text{del}} = 7.2\) ms and \(\tau = 6.3\) \(\mu\)s. Trap

\(^{7}\) We obtain the size of the condensate fraction inside the ODT from bimodal fits to the atomic density distribution to account for atoms inside the thermal background.
This gap results from a combination of Gross–Pitaevskii interactions at high densities, atoms in the thermal background, lens aberrations of our optical matter-wave lens and aberrations of our imaging system, which we refer to this in the following as finite size limit of a focus. Analytical expressions based on the standard power law of a single beam ODT are shown as lines. Deviations result from the minimum observable and minimum achievable size in the experiment (shaded area) due to aberrations of the matter-wave lens and the detection limit. We include \( \omega_f \) obtained from the COM oscillations in (b).

For the experimental data, the two branches do not intersect and are separated by a gap (shaded area). This gap results from a combination of Gross–Pitaevskii interactions at high densities, atoms in the thermal background, lens aberrations of our optical matter-wave lens and aberrations of our imaging system, which limit the minimum achievable and the minimum observable sizes in the experiment, respectively [13]. We refer to this in the following as finite size limit \( \sigma_{\text{min}} \). For sizes \( \sigma > \sigma_{\text{min}} \), both branches approach the theoretical expectation and we find agreement with the result obtained from collective-mode oscillations. In this way, equation (7) provides a reliable method to measure trap frequencies in the experiment.

### 3.4. Engineering of concave and convex lenses from a Gaussian beam

Full flexibility in control of the dispersion and size of atomic ensembles requires matter-wave lenses of various shapes to form multiple-lens systems and matter-wave telescopes with lenses precisely arranged in time. For this, we control the shape of our matter-wave lens by carefully matching the COM position of the BEC with the desired location within the lensing potential. According to equation (6), a convex lens \( f_{\text{DKC}} > 0 \) is achieved if \( \omega_{\text{DKC}} \) is real, and a concave lens \( f_{\text{DKC}} < 0 \) is achieved if \( \omega_{\text{DKC}} \) becomes imaginary. To this end, we study the impact imposed by the finite trapping volume and anharmonic potential of the Gaussian beam on the matter-wave lens.

With the atoms in free fall, the dipole potential is not stationary within the atom frame and can be Taylor expanded around the COM position of the BEC

\[
U_{\text{dip}}(z, t) = U_0(t) + F_{\text{dip}}(t) \cdot (z - \Delta) + \frac{1}{2} m \cdot \omega_{\text{DKC}}^2(t) \cdot (z - \Delta)^2 + \mathcal{O}(z^3)
\]

(8)

with time-dependent expansion coefficients \( U_0 \) (trap depth), \( F_{\text{dip}} \) (dipole force acting on the COM position) and \( \omega_{\text{DKC}} \) (effective trap frequencies) taking into account arbitrary anharmonicities of the potential. For the 1D variation of the dipole potential in equation (3), these coefficients are given as

\[
U_0(t) = U_{\text{dip}}(\Delta, t) = -\hat{U} \exp \left[-\frac{\Delta^2(t)}{w_0^2} \right] \cdot h(t),
\]

(9)

\[
F_{\text{dip}}(t) = \frac{\partial}{\partial z} U_{\text{dip}}(z, t) \bigg|_{z=\Delta} = \frac{4U_0(t)}{w_0^2} \cdot \Delta(t),
\]

(10)
the timing of the optical pulses. Depending on the selected delay time, we achieve a convex lens to converge, the power and duration of the optical pulses. Here, we demonstrate matter-wave optics with optical lenses. Once the shape of our matter-wave lens is selected with the timing, we further control its focal time through exposure to matter-wave lenses with various delay times between the release from the atom-chip trap and the optical pulse.

3.5. Time-domain optics with optical matter-wave lenses

The experimental data of the dipole force $F_{\text{dip}}$ (circles) resolves the shape of the potential’s gradient, equation (10). The landscape of the potential’s gradient, equation (10), is defined by the lens shape and the lens size. For reference, we indicate the dipole potential in time domain as shaded areas. The effective trap frequencies deduced from experimental data (symbols) together with theoretical expectations (lines) based on the potential’s curvature, equation (11). As a consequence of sign change in curvature, the optical lens is convex for $\omega_{DKC} \in \Re$ (circles and solid line) and concave for $\omega_{DKC} \in \Im$ (squares and dotted line). The shaded areas in (b) and (c) indicate the dipole potential in time domain.

$$\omega_{DKC}(t) = \sqrt{\frac{1}{m} \frac{\partial^2}{\partial z^2} U_{\text{dip}}(z,t)_{z=\Delta}} = \sqrt{\frac{4U_0(t)}{m \omega_0^2} \left( \frac{4 \Delta^2(t)}{\omega_0^2} - 1 \right)},$$

where $\Delta(t) = \Delta_0 - \frac{1}{2} z^2 \sigma^2$ is the COM position of the atoms, $h(t)$ the time-dependent envelope of the laser pulse and $m$ the particle mass of $^{87}$Rb.

We examine the dipole force and effective trap frequency of our matter-wave lens for various delay times $t_{\text{del}}$ between the release of the BEC from the atom-chip trap and the optical pulse, as shown in figure 3. Power and duration of the pulses are kept constant with $P = 116 \text{ mW}$ and $\tau = 12.5 \mu$s. Figure 3(a) shows absorption images taken after a total expansion time of $t = 33.4 \text{ ms}$ while scanning $t_{\text{del}}$ from 6.5 to 7.9 ms. We deduce the dipole force and trap frequencies from the COM position and size of the BEC and plot them in figures 3(b) and (c) together with the analytical expressions derived in equations (10) and (11), respectively. For reference, we indicate the dipole potential in time domain as shaded areas.

The experimental data of the dipole force $F_{\text{dip}}$ (circles) resolves the shape of the potential’s gradient (line), as shown in figure 3(b). At $t_{\text{del}} = 7.2 \text{ ms}$, the trajectory of the BEC $\Delta(t_{\text{del}}) = 0$ intersects with the Gaussian beam, where $F_{\text{dip}}$ has a zero crossing. Apart from this, the matter waves are suspended to a force during the lens acting on the COM of the BEC, which reaches its extreme values of $F_{\text{dip}} = \pm 40 \text{ m s}^{-1}$ when $\Delta^2(t_{\text{del}}) = \frac{w_0^2}{4}$ and drops again to zero when the optical pulse misses the BEC.

The experimental data of the trap frequencies $\omega_{DKC}$ (symbols) inherits the shape of the potential’s curvature (lines), as shown in figure 3(c). The curvature changes signs, and, as a consequence, $\omega_{DKC} \in \Re$ for $\Delta^2(t_{\text{del}}) < \frac{w_0^2}{4}$ (circles and solid line) and $\omega_{DKC} \in \Im$ for $\Delta^2(t_{\text{del}}) > \frac{w_0^2}{4}$ (squares and dotted line). The curvature has an extreme value at the center of the Gaussian beam $(t_{\text{del}} = 7.2 \text{ ms})$, where the effective trap frequency of the lens becomes identical with the harmonic approximation $\omega_{DKC} = \sqrt{\frac{4U}{m \omega_0^2}} \approx 2 \pi \cdot 305 \text{ Hz}$.

With $\omega_{DKC}$ time-dependent, we control the focal time’s magnitude and sign of our matter-wave lens via the timing of the optical pulses. Depending on the selected delay time, we achieve a convex lens to converge, and a concave lens to diverge matter waves. For any imperfect overlap of the dipole beam and BEC, a COM kick happens, as can be clearly seen in the absorption images in figure 3(a). We note, that the matter-wave lens is subjected to larger shot-to-shot instabilities close to the sign change in focal time, where operation is not desirable.

Figure 3. Engineering of concave and convex lenses from a Gaussian beam. (a) Each absorption image shows a BEC after exposure to matter-wave lenses with various delay times between the release from the atom-chip trap and the optical pulse. (b) Dipole force deduced from experimental data (circles) together with theoretical expectation (line) based on the potential’s gradient, equation (10). (c) Effective trap frequencies deduced from experimental data (symbols) together with theoretical expectations (lines) based on the potential’s curvature, equation (11). As a consequence of sign change in curvature, the optical lens is convex for $\omega_{DKC} \in \Re$ (circles and solid line) and concave for $\omega_{DKC} \in \Im$ (squares and dotted line). The shaded areas in (b) and (c) indicate the dipole potential in time domain.
The delay time is \( \tau \). We show the final BEC sizes of the ToF measurements after pulses of various durations \( \tau \). In addition, a concave matter-wave lens (dashed line) leads to an increase of expansion. Concave and convex lenses differ in delay time, as shown in the inset together with the dipole potential in time domain. (b) The experimental data (symbols) denotes the size of lensed ensembles after a total expansion time of 33.4 ms with pulses of various durations and optical powers. The delay time is 7.2 ms. The lines show numerical simulations obtained with a scaling approach. We indicate the minimum achievable and minimum observable size in the experiment due to atoms in the thermal background and aberrations of our matter-wave lenses and the detection system as a shaded area. Parameter sets of pulse duration and power which cause the matter-waves to focus during the detection (minima) are plotted in (c). For comparison, the black line indicates the relevant matter-wave lenses with a focal time \( f_{DKC} = 5.6 \text{ ms} \) predicted by the thin-lens equation (4) within a 1.5 ms interval.

We also examine if the employed lenses obey the thin-lens equation in a quantitative manner: in figure 4(b), we show the final BEC sizes of the ToF measurements after pulses of various durations \( \tau = (6.3, 12.5, 25.0, 37.5, 62.5) \mu s \) with optical powers in the range of \( P = 0 \) to 600 mW (symbols). The delay time is \( t_{\text{delay}} = 7.2 \text{ ms} \). Numerical simulations with the scaling approach are shown as solid lines. The finite size limit of our experiment \( \sigma_{\text{min}} \) is indicated as a shaded area. For each pulse duration, the size of the BEC decreases, reaches a minimum and increases again for higher optical powers. Pulses that lead to the minimum size relate to a matter-wave lens, which causes the matter wave to focus during the detection (minima) are plotted in (c). For comparison, the black line indicates the relevant matter-wave lenses with a focal time \( f_{DKC} = 5.6 \text{ ms} \) predicted by the thin-lens equation (4) within a 1.5 ms interval.

### 3.6. Hybrid matter-wave telescope

We realize a hybrid matter-wave telescope formed by a magnetic lens and an optical lens. Similar to the collimation of a divergent source with two lenses in a complementary arrangement, the magnetic and optical potentials of the atom-chip trap and ODT serve to collimate matter waves in two dimensions while magnifying the matter wave in one dimension. The parameters of the lensing potentials are shown in table 1.

After release from the magnetic trap, the BEC freely expands for \( t_{\text{delay}} = 6.0 \text{ ms} \) before being exposed again to the magnetic fields of the atom chip. A \( \tau = 300 \mu s \) long box pulse of the magnetic potential...
The magnetooptical lens system consists of two matter-wave lenses arranged in time. A subsequent optical lens then converges the matter-wave close to the point of collimation. We form a Galilean-type telescope. ToF measurements of a BEC which (a) freely expands, and after exposure to either (b) the magnetic lens (delay time $t_{del} = 6$ ms) or (c) the hybrid lens system (lens spacing $\delta t = 1.8$ ms) together with density profiles for selected expansion times. Black, vertical lines indicate the position of the lenses. The colored lines denote numerical simulations along multiple dimensions (yellow, blue, orange) obtained with a scaling approach in harmonic approximation. Preceding expansions are shown as gray lines for reference. Deviations result from the minimum observable and minimum achievable size in the experiment due to atoms in the thermal background and aberrations of matter-wave lenses and the detection system.

Figure 5 shows ToF measurements of a BEC which (a) freely expands (triangles and dotted lines), and after exposure to either (b) the magnetic lens (delay time $t_{del} = 6$ ms) or (c) the hybrid lens system (lens spacing $\delta t = 1.8$ ms) to match the COM position of the BEC with the center of the Gaussian beam, analog to the delay scans presented in figure 3.

Along the $x$-axis (yellow), both lenses are convex ($f_x > 0$) and the two-lens system causes the matter wave to refocus. This cannot be directly observed due to the detection limit within the experiment.

Along the $y$-axis (blue), the magnetic lens collimates the matter wave ($f_y \approx t_{del}$). The subsequent optical lens does not affect the expansion on the examined timescale ($f_y \approx 0$). Nevertheless, we observe an increase in the asymptotic expansion imposed by the Gross–Pitaevskii interaction at high densities.

Along the $z$-axis (orange), the magnetic lens further increases the BEC’s expansion ($f_z < 0$). The optical lens then converges the matter wave ($f_z > 0$) close to the point of collimation. This way, we form a one-dimensional, Galilean-type telescope able to magnify the matter wave, thus changing the aspect ratio of the ensemble.

The hybrid matter-wave telescope can be described by a single lens with a combined focal time analogous to the concept of an effective focal length of a two-lens system

$$\frac{1}{f} = \frac{1}{f_{mag}} + \frac{1}{f_{opt}} - \frac{\delta t}{f_{mag} \cdot f_{opt}},$$

where the position of this effective lens is $t = t_{del} + \delta t \cdot (1 - 1/f_{mag})$. The numerical simulations of $\sigma_z$ shown in figure 5(c) (orange) are derived with this combined lens of $f = 12.5$ ms instead of the two-lens system.

---

8 We accommodate atoms inside the thermal background and lens aberrations of the magnetic lens with bimodal fits alongside the $z$-axis.
The scaling approach predicts the measured change of the ensemble’s aspect ratio by a factor 1.4 within 16% agreement between simulations and experimental data. Deviations in absolute sizes result from the finite size limit of our experiment $\sigma_{\text{min}}$ due to atoms in the thermal background and aberrations of the matter-wave lenses and the detection system.

4. Conclusion

Our combined atom-chip and dipole trap setup enables the flexible creation of matter-wave lenses employed in BECs. Atom lenses of various shapes and refractive powers can be engineered, e.g. through the timing, power and duration of the optical pulses of the single Gaussian beam. Lens systems formed by multiple atom lenses of different types then allow to manipulate both the dispersion and size of atomic matter waves.

The image formation can be predicted within a thin-lens formalism including anharmonicities attributed to the Gaussian beam, which we confirm experimentally. These findings prove this kind of experiment suitable to characterize arbitrary potentials by measuring the magnification of lensed matter waves. We can estimate an error on the measurement of the trap frequencies by acknowledging uncertainties in the timing of the lens $\delta t_{\text{del}}$, detection $\delta t$, lens duration $\delta \tau$ and size of the BEC $\delta \sigma$. From equation (7), we infer the relative error

$$\frac{\delta \omega_{\text{DKC}}}{\omega_{\text{DKC}}} = \frac{\delta \sigma}{\sigma'(t) \pm \sigma(t)} + \frac{\delta t}{t} + \frac{\delta \tau}{\tau} + \frac{\delta t_{\text{del}}}{t_{\text{del}}}$$

with equal impacts of the time observables. However, we see that larger changes in size $\sigma'(t) \pm \sigma(t)$ and extended expansion times $t$ lower the overall error in terms of influence of $\delta \sigma$. To increase the resolution, the duration $\tau$ and timing $t_{\text{del}}$ need to be short such that the thin-lens approximation is valid if $\omega_{\text{DKC}}(t_{\text{del}} \pm \tau) \approx \omega_{\text{DKC}}(t_{\text{del}})$ and lens aberrations are reduced if $\sigma(t_{\text{del}}) \ll w_0$ (parabolic lens).

In addition, the scaling approach provides a good tool to model the evolution of BECs after release and manipulation in optical potentials including the influence of the finite trapping volume. We are able to match the asymptotic expansions with the experimental data. The model underestimates the absolute size close to the finite size limit $\sigma_{\text{min}}$ and after refocusing of the matter waves, which we explain by the detection limit in our experiment, bimodal density distribution due to atoms in the thermal background and lens aberrations of the involved matter-wave lenses.

Lens systems, such as the matter-wave telescope presented in this work, allow to customize matter-wave packets in multiple dimensions. We anticipate lens systems with atom chips and crossed beam ODTs to reduce density-driven expansions towards unrivaled effective 3D temperatures.
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